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PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

EE CES Exam No. 2 (100pts.) 

General Remarks 
This exam is closed books, open limited notes. Up to ¼-inch-thick office-clip-bonded paper-based notes are allowed.  Notes must be signed and must 

not be exchanged during the exam and will be collected with the exam. No computer, pads or cell phones.  Calculators approved for standardized 

tests are allowed.  Clearly indicate questions that you continue answering on the back.  Provide concise answer and to the point for maximum 

credit.  Answers that are too long take too much time and may indicate that the author is unable to rank the importance of facts. 

DL: __ ERR: __ PTS: __ PPTS: __ PGR: __ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points, PPTS – projected points, PGR – projected grade. 

Question 1+2 (10+10pts.) 

 
 

(1) When working on homework 7 (FreeRTOS program) your folder structure may have looked like one above. Please cross 

out all folders that you do not need in order to build your homework program. 

 

(2) When working on homework 7 (FreeRTOS program) your files in the project working directory may have looked like in 

the figure above. Please indicate which file is the configuration file that controls whether the RTOS is preemptive or 

cooperative, and the maximum number of tasks to be used, queues, semaphores, etc. Circle that file. 

Question 3 (10pts.) 

What was the value for stack configuration that you used for your homework 7 (FreeRTOS program)? 
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Question 4 (10pts.) 

What is the main difference between co-operative and pre-emptive multitasking? 

 

 

 

 

Question 5 (10pts.) 

Why it is important to have all functions used in a RTOS based firmware re-entrant? 

 

 

 

 

Question 6 (10pts.) 

What happens if there is a higher priority task and a lower priority task. The higher priority task does not call sleep, nor waits 

for a semaphore, or queue to be available. It only calls yield(). Does the lower priority task have any chance to run? If yet 

then when? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 7 (10pts.) 

Consider the functionality inside a task (not an interrupt) where you try to lock onto a semaphore before accessing data kept 

in shared global variable(s). You call a certain FreeRTOS function to do that. Please provide the appropriate function 

prototype and explain its parameters and values returned. 

 

 

 

 

Question 8 (10pts.) 

In our SiLabs 8051 examples that do not utilize FreeRTOS: does serial port I/O use interrupts? If yes, then which interrupt?  

Which SBITS or SFR registers are used to check readiness of the serial port? How does the serial port buffer get accessed? 
 

1. Interrupt used:                                               NO / YES #___ 

2. For reading readiness or “reading complete” interrupt reason:  ______  

3. For sending readiness of “sending complete” interrupt reason:  ______ 

4. To read the byte read and to write the byte to send:           ______ _____ 

Question 9 (10pts.) 

What is the idea of a circular buffer? (How do circular buffers work? Why they are used?) 
 

 

 

 

Question 10 (10pts.) 

In Silicon Labs 8051F210: what are the four possible sources to trigger D/A converter DA0? Can D/A trigger an interrupt? 
1. Source __________ 
2. Source __________ 
3. Source __________ 

4. Source __________ 
5. Source __________ 
6. Source __________ 

7. Interrupt can be triggered: NO  /  YES # _____ 


